Never attribute to malice
what can be adequately explained by stupidity
Frankfurt baggage transfers and the Erac printout
The central tenet of the Crown case against the Lockerbie accused was that on the morning
of the disaster the bomb suitcase was loaded on to Air Malta flight KM180 from Malta to
Frankfurt as illicit unaccompanied baggage, bearing a luggage tag with a destination in the
USA and a routing on Pan Am flight 103. The suitcase was then allegedly transferred from
KM180 through the automated baggage transit system at Frankfurt airport to the departure gate
for PA103A, the feeder flight for PA103. As interline luggage, that is luggage originating from
a non-Pan Am flight, the suitcase would then have been subjected to a security x-ray before
being loaded onto the feeder flight. On arrival at Heathrow airport, the suitcase was transferred
to a baggage container which was wheeled directly across the tarmac to the transatlantic
Boeing 747 and loaded into that aircraft without any further security screening. After travelling
this three-hop route for about eleven hours, the explosion was then deliberately timed for only
about 40 minutes into the 7-hour transatlantic flight.
The possibility that a bomb might have been transferred from the feeder flight was recognised
from the earliest days of the inquiry. The German police (the BKA) began investigations at
Frankfurt airport almost immediately, and many of the initial interviews of airport staff are dated
Christmas day. However, something went fundamentally wrong.
Frankfurt was and is an enormous airport; a major international hub. In 1988 it had one of the
first automated baggage movement systems in the world, a bespoke computer-controlled
warren linking the check-in desks with the departure gates, and also handling luggage being
transferred between flights and to the railway station, and even to local hotels. Each item of
luggage sent through this system had its own line recorded in the computer code - when and
where it was entered into the system, its transit through the system, and when and where it was
delivered out of the system.
Unlike modern systems, there was no individual identification of the luggage, or even active
recording of the flight of origin. Once in the system, a suitcase was anonymous save for its
bar-coded tray number, and that merely recorded it as an item due to be sent to a particular
flight. Nobody would see it again until the loadmaster called for that flight's luggage to be sent
to the departure gate. It was possible to trace individual items through the system, but only in
retrospect, and only by referring also to the handwritten worksheets of the baggage handlers
who coded the luggage into the system.
Luggage being transferred from incoming to outgoing flights was dealt with at a number of
coding stations situated in two parts of the airport - five stations in the Central Hall (designated
HM, for Halle Mitte) and seven on the apron (designated Vorfeld 3 or V3). Luggage arrived at
the coding stations in wagons directly from the incoming flights. Each station was manned by
two employees who took turns heaving the cases on to the belt and operating the computer.
The latter task involved entering the correct destination flight for each item into the computer
as it was placed in its own individual tray, and that employee was also required to enter on a
worksheet the number of the incoming flight each wagon had come from, and the start and
finish times of coding that wagon. The worksheets were primarily maintained for internal billing
purposes, but they could be and sometimes were used to trace individual items of luggage.
The computer recorded the number of the coding station where each tray had been coded, and
the time of coding. From that station's worksheet the identity of the flight being dealt with at
that time could be ascertained, and thus the origin of that piece of luggage established.
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The paperwork documenting baggage movements on 21st December 1988 was preserved except for the daily printouts from the computer, which were routinely thrown away after use.
Unfortunately nobody at the airport gave a single thought to the computerised records themselves until it was too late. Storage space being at a premium on this early system, the records
were overwritten after a week. All the computerised data for the day of the Lockerbie disaster
went to the great bit-bucket in the sky, with no backups retained. Without the computer
records, the handwritten worksheets were so much waste paper. This was a major embarrassment for the German police, and undoubtedly contributed a great deal to the poisonous
atmosphere of distrust between the German and Scottish arms of the investigation in the first
year or so of the inquiry. However, a fortuitous happenstance rescued the disaster, and should
have saved everyone's bacon.
The day after Lockerbie nobody in the baggage handling department at Frankfurt was talking
about anything else. (It's a pity nobody thought about backups, but they didn't.) Bogomira
Erac, an IT technician on the afternoon shift, did a bit more than talk. In the early evening,
when work had quietened down, she used her own terminal to make a hard copy printout of
the baggage listing for PA103A - which she at that time believed to be the doomed plane itself,
not realising that the flight (simply designated PA103 on her system) changed aircraft in
London. She wasn't sure what she was looking for, and in the event she didn't find anything.
Without the coders' worksheets the printout was nothing but a string of letters and numbers.
She was about to throw it away when something stopped her. It was her own personal connection to the news story of the year, and she put it in her locker, as a remembrance of the
people who had died in the disaster, the owners of that luggage. The following week she went
off on her regular New Year holiday to her family in Slovenia, and forgot all about it. She didn't
return to work until 15th January 1989, and a few days after that she realised that the main
computer record had not been saved. She was potentially sitting on important evidence. She
went to her supervisor Kurt Berg and gave him the printout. Herr Berg went to the police.
*

*

*

*

*

This is a truncated version of the printout, showing the headings at the top and highlighting the
entry for the tray which became the obsession of the Lockerbie investigation - tray 8849 coded
at 13.07 at the coding station designated S0009.

Given the necessary paperwork, the printout is not particularly difficult to analyse. There are
111 entries in total, 86 from the check-in desks and 25 from the coding stations dealing with
the transfer luggage. The 25 relevant entries can be extracted from the list, as below, and
re-sorting these by time of coding reveals an immediate pattern.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A
B

C

D
E
F
G

H

Tray
number
3148
4573
0622
1898
4971
8238
12244
2377
6391
6559
6696
10852
11435
10467
5936
10773
3546
5203
8849
8042
5070
4869
6001
7418
5620

Coding
station
S0076
S0076
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0072
S0012
S0011
S0012
S0012
S0011
S0009
S0070
S0074
S0074
S0074
S0074
S0074

Time of
coding
11.31
11.31
11.59
11.59
11.59
11.59
11.59
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.39
12.40
12.40
12.41
12.41
13.07
13.17
13.20
14.44
14.45
14.46
15.44

Route

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

Gate
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044
B044

Time
of exit
15.23
15.30
15.19
15.19
15.19
15.19
15.19
15.18
15.20
15.19
15.18
15.19
15.20
15.19
15.20
15.21
15.20
15.31
15.23
15.19
15.35
15.21
15.22
15.21
15.49

The 25 items fall into eight groups of between one and eleven items, which appear to relate
to individual flights carrying luggage transferred to PA103A - stations S0011 and S0012 (V3
204 and 203) were coding two different wagons from the same flight between 12.39 and 12.41.
Flights have been numbered A to H for ease of reference.
An airport document lists the correspondence between the computer codes and the physical
coding stations. Once these have been ascertained, one can check the appropriate worksheets for the relevant times and identify which incoming flights were being dealt with at these
times.
Coding station
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

S0076
S0072
S0011/S0012
S0009
S0070
S0074
S0074
S0074

HM2
HM4
V3 204/203
V3 206
HM5
HM3
HM3
HM3

Time coded
11.31
11.59 - 12.00
12.39 - 12.41
13.07
13.17
13.20
14.44 - 14.46
15.44
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Number
of items
2
11
5
1
1
1
3
1

Flight
number
AI465
no record
LH1453
KM180
PA643
AZ422
LH631
LH1071

Airport of
origin
no record
?
Vienna
Luqa, Malta
Berlin Tegel
Rome
Kuwait
Warsaw

There are two obvious problems right there, and that's just the start. The flight recorded as
being dealt with during the window for the Flight A transfer was a long-haul route from Sydney,
Australia to Bombay, India, with a stopover at Singapore. It didn’t go anywhere near Frankfurt.
And nothing at all was recorded on the worksheet for HM4 at 11.59-12.00. The previous flight
finished coding at 11.58 and the following one didn’t start until 12.01. The 11-item batch
appears to have been coded in the gap between these two flights, with no record on the
paperwork.
Nevertheless the next step is obviously to match these findings with the passengers and
luggage known to have transferred to PA103A at Frankfurt from incoming flights. The table
below lists everyone who flew into Frankfurt on another aircraft and out again on PA103A,
irrespective of whether any luggage is known to have transferred with them, and also all
passenger luggage which flew on PA103A unaccompanied.
The only omissions are the 18 passengers (with 21 items of luggage) from flight PA647 and
the 2 passengers (with 4 items of luggage) from flight PA649. These were shuttle flights from
Berlin which arrived within an hour or two of the departure of PA103A at 16.50. It was normal
practice to transfer the luggage from these flights destined for the Heathrow flight directly
across the tarmac in wagons, rather than sending it through the automated system. These
transfers were separately documented in Passenger Transfer Message (PTM) telexes, and the
luggage is not relevant to the analysis of the computer data.
Unaccompanied luggage fell into two categories. One category is luggage known by the
booking clerks to be unaccompanied, including lost luggage being sent to reunite it with its
owner, and personal property of Pan Am staff who were allowed to send such items ahead
unaccompanied. These items were affixed with special red-bordered “rush tags” to identify
them as unaccompanied luggage which should be sent to its destination by the most
expeditious route. The other category is luggage which became separated from its owner en
route during flight changeovers. It appears that route dislocations of this nature did not
necessarily result in a rush tag being attached to the item.
Much of the detail as regards passengers and their luggage is taken from Jürgen Fuhl’s July
1990 report on the Frankfurt transfer baggage. Whenever possible, however, the information
has been checked against the raw data, and Inspector Fuhl’s conclusions have not been
accepted where they can be shown to be erroneous, or where they are clearly based on no
more than speculation.
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Frankfurt transfer passengers excluding PA647 and PA649 tarmac transfers
Passengers

Hold
luggage
for
PA103A

Flight

From

On
block

Luggage
in hall

Amount

Sent
to

Coding times

Amount

Matching
trays

Flight

Dixit/Rattan family

0

PA067

Delhi

08.29

08.44

2 wagons

V3

201 08.45-08.52
203 08.45-08.52

1 container
2 wagons

No match

PA067

Gabor/Roller family

0

PA065

Budapest

10.31

11.07

4 wagons

V3

204 11.07-11.18

3 wagons

No match

PA073

Adolf Weinacker

2

LH241

Munich

10.40

Delayed Berlin shuttle
passengers

7

PA637

Berlin

10.42

11.10

3 wagons

V3

201 11.10-11.21

3 wagons

No match

Janina Waido

3

LO243

Warsaw

12.04

12.30

1 wagon

V3

204 12.32-12.36

1 wagon

No match

*

Karen Noonan
Patricia Coyle

5

LH1453

Vienna

12.14

12.36
12.38

2 wagons
1 wagon

V3

203 12.35-12.44
204 12.37-12.45
207 12.39-12.45

1 wagon
1 wagon
1 wagon

203 & 204
12.39-12.41
5 items

Flight C

David Gould

2

LH1745

Paris

12.23

12.3012.33

1 wagon
1 container

HM2

HM1 12.35-12.43
HM2 12.31-12.35

1 container
no record

No match

*

Wiebke Wagenführer

1

PA643

Berlin

13.02

13.15

1 wagon

HM5

HM5 13.16- ?

1 wagon

HM5 13.17

Flight E

Susan Costa

1

AZ422

Rome

13.05

13.17

½ wagon

HM2

HM3 13.18-13.20

½ wagon

HM3 13.20

Flight F

Stephen Butler

0

TU744

Tunis

14.11

14.30

2 wagons

HM2

HM2 14.32-14.41

2 wagons

No match

hand

Thomas Walker

3

LH631

Kuwait

14.33

14.43
14.44
14.46
14.48

1 container
1 wagon
1 container
1 container

HM2

HM2 14.50-14.52
HM3 14.44-14.49
HM4 14.45-14.50
HM5 14.46-14.47
HM5 14.49-14.55

cont 5047
cont 1507
cont 3362
no record
cont 3404

HM3
14.44-14.46
3 items

Flight G

Francis Boyer

1

LH5709

Toulouse

14.57

15.03

½ wagon

HM2

HM2 15.03-15.05

½ wagon

No match

*

Alfred Hill

0

LH1527

Milan

15.02

No match

hand

Jaspers (or Jaspert)

0

LH217

Stuttgart

15.30

15.37

2 cases

HM2

HM2 15.43

2 cases

No match

hand

Harry Bainbridge
Robert Pagnucco

0

LH1513

Rome

15.43

16.00

2 wagons

V3

201 16.00-16.04
202 16.00-16.05

1 wagon
1 wagon

No match

hand

No match

A few of these people disembarked at Heathrow, however most transferred to PA103 at
Heathrow and were killed at Lockerbie. As a result, first-hand evidence detailing exactly what
they did with their luggage is lacking for many entries. They include a number of particularly
distressing stories.
Dixit/Rattan family
Om Dikshit, Shanti Dixit and their daughter Garima Rattan with her children, 3-year-old Suruchi
and 2-year-old Anmol
Arrived on PA067 from Delhi on the return trip from a family wedding, and intended to continue
on the same flight after a stopover of 2½ hours. The outbound flight was already off-block
when Anmol had an asthma attack. The captain returned to the terminal to allow the family to
disembark and take Anmol to the airport clinic. Their hold luggage was not taken off the plane,
by agreement with Pan Am security. They were re-booked on PA103 after Anmol recovered,
and checked in with hand luggage only. All five were killed at Lockerbie. Their luggage arrived
safely on their original flight.
Suruchi made an indelible impression on one of the passengers who disembarked at Heathrow,
so much so that he travelled to Lockerbie to leave flowers in her memory.

To the little girl in the
red dress who lies here,
who made my flight from
Frankfurt such fun. You
didn't deserve this.
God Bless, Chas.

Gabor/Roller family
Ibolya Gabor; Janos and Zsuzsanna Roller and their 5-year-old daughter Edina
Arrived on PA065 from Budapest and were booked to travel on PA073, leaving at 12.30. Mrs.
Gabor had flown that route frequently and was under the impression that the onward flight left
at 13.20. In this mistaken belief the party missed their flight. They were re-booked on PA103.
All four were killed at Lockerbie. Their luggage had been interlined to the USA at Budapest
and was loaded on to PA073 despite the passengers failing to show. It arrived safely on the
original flight.
Mrs. Gabor fell into conversation with a Heathrow passenger on the feeder flight, telling him
that she was on her way to spend Christmas with her son in Los Angeles. She confided to him
that she was 79 years old, and didn’t want to live to see eighty.
Adolf Weinacker
Arrived on LH241 from Munich, and was booked to travel to Detroit on PA107. The Lufthansa
flight was late, arriving only 20 minutes before PA107 was due to leave at 11.00. Mr.
Weinacker didn’t make the connection. Rather than approach Pan Am for a re-booking he
approached Lufthansa, who re-booked him on a flight to Chicago with a connection to Detroit.
He had interlined his luggage at Munich for his original itinerary.
The presumption is that on arrival at Frankfurt his luggage was coded too late to make the
connection to PA107, and was redirected down the error track (Fehlerbahn) to the Central Hall.
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There, Pan Am staff would have taken responsibility for the luggage, as it had been originally
booked on a Pan Am flight. The next Pan Am flight to Detroit was PA103, therefore it is
assumed that his luggage was re-booked for that flight. When Mr. Weinacker arrived in Detroit
he discovered that his luggage had not accompanied him, and had indeed vanished. He was
informed that it had been on PA103 when it crashed in Scotland.
This is where it gets peculiar. There is no sign of an entry for LH241 on the interline writers’
records for that morning, which suggests there was no interline transfer baggage on that plane
that day. (In contrast, LH217 which also had a passenger for PA103A is noted on the records
as having only two suitcases transferred to the coding station HM2, and an entry duly appears
on the HM2 coding sheet six minutes later recording two suitcases coded from LH217, so it’s
not as if two cases wasn’t seen as worth recording.) There is no entry on any of the coders’
worksheets relating to LH241 either, which rather supports that assumption. Without a time
of arrival in the baggage hall or a time of coding, it’s impossible to gauge what time Mr. Weinacker’s luggage would have been presented to the Pan Am baggage staff for re-booking.
The evidence of Mr. Weinacker’s property actually being on PA103 is unusually weak. Initial
investigation reports speak of only one suitcase belonging to this passenger, and only later
does this become two suitcases. Neither suitcase is recorded as being recovered, nevertheless the records detail some documents recovered which belonged to Mr. Weinacker. Given
that Mr. Weinacker was one of the few luggage owners who wasn’t killed, it should have been
very simple to find out how many items of luggage he checked in, and get an accurate description. Indeed, there should be a lost luggage claim form relating to these items, just like the
one John Hubbard says he filled in for his suitcase. Nevertheless this point remains obscure.
Delayed Berlin shuttle passengers
Viona Leckie, Thomas Trautmann, Gerd Pilz, Kenneth Gibson and John Hubbard
The Berlin shuttle PA647 was timetabled to connect to PA107 for Heathrow, Washington and
Detroit, which left Frankfurt at 11.00. On 21st December 1988 this flight had ten passengers
for PA107A, all of whom were only going to Heathrow. The flight was supposed to arrive in
Frankfurt about 10am, however it was delayed and didn’t get on-block until 10.42. Despite the
luggage for the transfer usually being shifted directly across the tarmac, it is understood that
18 minutes just wasn’t long enough to get it off the shuttle and across to the Heathrow flight.
In contrast the passengers made a run for it, and only one failed to make the connection.
The details of this are sketchy, because Fuhl didn’t start investigating this flight until some time
in the spring of 1990, well after a year after the event. By the time he got on to it, it was “no
longer possible to find any documentation such as computer message or rough work book
notes for the re-booking at Pan Am’s ‘lost and found’ department.” However, his inquiries
concluded that all ten of the transfer passengers were only booked as far as Heathrow, and
that only three of them had any hold luggage checked in. These were:
Viona Leckie
Thomas Trautmann
Gerd Pilz

1 case
1 case
2 cases

These passengers were interviewed and stated that their luggage did indeed show up in
London on PA103A.
Kenneth Gibson
Booked to fly on PA637 to Frankfurt, then PA107 to Detroit. He checked in one item of
luggage for PA637 at Berlin, however it is reported that he was a no-show at the gate. It
appears that the flight took off despite having a no-show passenger’s luggage in the hold.
Nevertheless Mr. Gibson showed up at the Pan Am booking counter at Frankfurt at about 11.45
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saying that he’d missed his connection. He was offered a choice of PA073 at 12.30 (the flight
Mrs. Gabor caused her party to miss) or PA103 at 16.50. He said he’d never been in London
before, and plumped for PA103. He was only 20 years old, and he didn’t get to see London
anyway, as it was dark by the time the feeder flight arrived, and the passengers were simply
shunted from one gate to the next with a 15-minute turn-round time. He died at Lockerbie just
over an hour later.
It’s unclear why Fuhl is so certain that Mr. Gibson didn’t travel on PA637, given that his name
appears on the PA637 passenger list and not the PA639 one. It seems perfectly possible that
he simply didn’t make the connection because he declined to join the sprint for the PA107 gate.
Fuhl gives no citation for this opinion other than “as stated in the PA637 passenger list”. There
is an illegible scribble against his name on that list, which doesn’t help. Although Fuhl states
that “according to a witness he checked in a suit bag”, the number of items of checked-in
luggage recorded against his name on the passenger list is zero. It’s possible that all this was
teased out at an early stage because Mr. Gibson was a victim, but it’s odd that Fuhl doesn’t
identify the witness statement he is relying on.
The Pan Am hostess who re-booked Mr. Gibson for PA103 said she thought his luggage was
already on PA107. If he had any hold luggage on PA637 it would of course have been rebooked for PA103 along with the Leckie/Trautmann/Pilz group. However, I’ve not come across
his name among the items of luggage recovered at Lockerbie, so I’m still not 100% convinced
he had hold luggage at all. However, according to Fuhl’s calculations, he had one item of
luggage on PA637 which was re-booked for PA103.
John Hubbard
Pan Am pilot who flew to Frankfurt on PA639 with the rest of his flight crew, in order to take out
PA088 from Frankfurt to Karachi at 12.30. His name is not on the passenger list, presumably
because he was staff. Before he left, he checked in two suitcases to travel to Seattle unaccompanied by means of rush tags. His intention was that they should travel on PA101 from
Berlin to London via Hamburg, remain overnight in London, then travel direct from London to
Seattle on PA122 on 22nd December, and he marked the tags accordingly. However when he
checked them in PA637 was still on-block, and the check-in clerk suggested sending them by
that route to London (PA637/PA107A). Hubbard demurred, saying that the Hamburg flight
would be better, but she rejoined that it didn’t really matter so long as they got to London in
time for the following day’s PA122. One of his suitcases arrived in Seattle exactly as anticipated. The other one was found on the ground at Lockerbie.
Fuhl could not establish how this happened. If both cases had been sent via Hamburg, neither
would appear on the PA103A transfer baggage list. Instead, they must somehow have become
separated at Heathrow, with one remaining there overnight while the other was sent to PA103.
This is unlikely, as the evidence at Heathrow argues against Hubbard’s case being one of the
brown Samsonites Bedford saw (although it was a brown Samsonite), and there’s no particular
reason why the pair of suitcases would have been separated there.
The Lockerbie investigation worked on the basis of Hubbard’s cases being sent via Frankfurt,
and then missing PA107 there along with the rest of the transfer items. Inexplicably, accounts
speak of the case which arrived in Seattle as being “mysteriously left behind at Frankfurt”,
however there’s no reason why that would have happened and no evidence that it did. Both
cases were supposed to go to London on PA107A, so both cases should have been redirected
on to PA103A. Given that the case which arrived in Seattle completed its journey as anticipated, it seems likely that it did indeed go to London on PA103A with its companion. The
probable explanation for the cases becoming separated and one being misdirected to PA103
(which didn’t connect to Seattle) lies in the unloading procedures involved in the tarmac transfer
between the 727 and the 747.
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Luggage to be collected at Heathrow was unloaded into wagons to be taken to baggage
reclaim. At the same time, luggage for the transatlantic leg of PA103 was sent down a “rocket”
to Amarjit Sidhu who was loading these cases into container AVE4041, on top of the items
Bedford had loaded (and maybe something else). This was a rush job, as the 747 was due to
leave in about 15 minutes. It would have been easy for one of the baggage handlers unloading
the 727 to have seen a rush tag with a US destination, thought, “there’s another one for the
transfer container,” and sent it on the rocket to Sidhu. Sidhu was checking the tags to make
sure he only loaded items for the USA, but he would have been unlikely to have queried something with a rush tag indicating a destination in the USA. He wasn’t asked if he saw any rush
tag items, or about an item for Seattle.
The relative confusion of this luggage separation, and the hurried nature of the transfer, is a
probable explanation for the two matching cases becoming separated, with the other one,
possibly picked up by a different baggage handler, being correctly placed in the wagon for the
terminal building. If this is what happened, then there were two suitcases owned by John
Hubbard involved in the PA637/PA103A redirected batch, not one as Fuhl proposed.
Thus, assuming Fuhl was correct about Kenneth Gibson having checked in an item of hold
luggage, there should have been seven items on PA637 redirected to PA103A.
Viona Leckie
Thomas Trautmann
Gerd Pilz
Kenneth Gibson
John Hubbard

1 case
1 case
2 cases
1 case
2 cases

Janina Waido
Arrived on LO243 from Warsaw, booked on PA103 to the USA. She was carrying three items
of hold luggage, but there is nothing for PA103A coded at V3 204 at 12.32-12.36, when the
interline luggage from LO243 was dealt with. Fuhl states that she collected her luggage at
Frankfurt and re-checked as a Frankfurt-origin passenger. She was killed at Lockerbie.
Karen Noonan and Patricia Coyle
Two student teachers who had spent a term studying in Europe, originally booked on a direct
flight from Vienna to New York. That flight was dropped from the Pan Am winter timetable,
therefore the Pan Am office at Vienna re-booked them on PA103, with a transfer to Frankfurt
on LH1453. Karen had three holdalls and Patricia had a large navy-blue suitcase and another
case. Three items of luggage were coded for PA103A at V3 203 and 204 between 12.39 and
12.41, which was the coding time for LH1453. Patricia’s blue suitcase was recovered at
Lockerbie blown to smithereens, having been right alongside the bomb suitcase in AVE4041.

Early in the investigation it was suspected that Patricia or Karen might have been an unwitting
‘mule’, tricked into carrying the bomb in her luggage by a plausible terrorist. This modus oper9

andi had been used by middle-eastern terrorists in the past, most notably in the bombing of El
Al flight 426 from Rome to Tel Aviv in 1972, and terrorists were known to woo susceptible
young women for this precise purpose. Suspicions deepened when it was discovered the girls
had struck up a friendship with a young middle eastern student named Jamal while they were
in Europe, however Jamal was traced and found to be an innocent friend who had not given
the Americans anything to carry on to the plane.
David Gould
Arrived on LH1745 from Paris, booked on PA103 to the USA. He was carrying two items of
hold luggage, but there is nothing for PA103A coded at HM1 or HM2 between 12.31-12.43,
which is when the interline luggage from LH1745 was dealt with. Fuhl states that he collected
his luggage at Frankfurt and re-checked as a Frankfurt-origin passenger. He was killed at
Lockerbie.
Wiebke Wagenführer
Flew in on the noon Berlin shuttle, PA643, with one item of luggage. Although there was a
PTM telex for this item, it would not have been transferred across the tarmac because it arrived
more than three hours before the outgoing flight. The PA643 transfer luggage was coded at
HM5 beginning 13.16. One item for PA103A was coded at HM5 at 13.17. Mrs. Wagenführer
disembarked at Heathrow. She appears in the police reports only as “Wagenführ” or
“Wagenführer”, however Edwin Bollier has identified her in the course of his pursuit of some
complicated and unlikely conspiracy theory.
Susan Costa
Flew from Rimini to Rome and on to New York on 19th December. Discovered on arrival in NY
that one of her suitcases was missing. It was located by Al Italia and flown to Frankfurt on a
rush tag to get it to NY. Al Italia documentation shows it flew on AZ422, which arrived in
Frankfurt at 13.05. Half a wagon of luggage arrived in the Central Hall at 13.17 and was coded
at HM3 from 13.18 to 13.20. One item for PA103A was coded at HM3 at 13.20. Miss Costa’s
suitcase (actually two cases, one inside the other) was found on the ground at Lockerbie.
Stephen Butler
Arrived on TU744 from Tunis at 14.11. That flight sent two wagons of luggage to the Central
Hall at 14.30, which were coded at HM2 from 14.32 to 14.41. No luggage for PA103A was
coded in that window, however Mr. Butler is noted as having travelled with hand luggage only.
He was killed at Lockerbie.
Thomas Walker
Flew in from Kuwait on LH631 which arrived at 14.33. Mr. Walker was an engineering
specialist who had travelled to Kuwait to repair a complex ophthalmology instrument, and he
was travelling first class with three items of checked-in luggage. A large amount of baggage
from that flight was sent to the Central Hall between 14.43 and 14.48 and this was coded at
several different stations. The HM3 batch was coded between 14.44 and 14.49. Three items
for PA103A were coded at 14.44, 14.45 and 14.46 at that coding station. He was killed at
Lockerbie.
Francis Boyer
Flew from his home in Toulouse on LH5709 which arrived at 14.57. He had one item of
checked-in luggage. Half a wagon of baggage from this flight was sent to the Central Hall at
15.03 and was coded at HM2 from 15.03 to 15.05. Nothing for PA103A was coded during that
window. Initial Lockerbie investigation reports record Mr. Boyer as having interlined his
luggage, however later reports list him with the people who collected their suitcases at the
carousel and re-checked for the Pan Am flight as Frankfurt-origin passengers. He was killed
at Lockerbie.
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Alfred Hill
Flew in on LH1527 from Milan which arrived at 15.03. There is no record in the Frankfurt
paperwork of any luggage from this flight being sent to the coding stations for onward transfer,
and no record of any being entered into the system at any of the coding stations. However,
Mr. Hill is noted as having travelled with hand luggage only. He was killed at Lockerbie.
Mr. Jaspers
Flew from Stuttgart on LH217, arriving at 15.30. Two suitcases from this flight were recorded
as arriving in the Central Hall at 15.37, and were coded at HM2 at 15.43. Mr. Jaspers
(sometimes referred to by Fuhl as Jaspert) disembarked at Heathrow. He was interviewed
about his luggage due to the close match between this coding time and the item coded for
PA103A at HM3 at 15.44, however he stated that he was only carrying hand baggage.
Harry Bainbridge and Robert Pagnucco
Both arrived on LH1513 from Rome at 15.43. They appear to have been travelling independently. Two wagons from this flight arrived in V3 hall at 16.00 and were coded at 201 and 202
from 16.00 to 16.05, however there were no items coded for PA103A in that window. Both Mr.
Bainbridge and Mr. Pagnucco are noted as having no hold luggage checked in. Both men
were killed at Lockerbie.
*

*

*

*

*

Thus from 15 separate incoming flights carrying either passengers or luggage (or both) for
PA103A, only four of the eight flights identified from the computer printout have been matched
to known passenger movements.
Flight

From

C

LH1453

Vienna

E
F
G

PA643
AZ422
LH631

Berlin Tegel
Rome
Kuwait

Time of
arrival
12.14

Number
of items
5

13.02
13.05
14.33

1
1
3

Passengers
Karen Noonan
Patricia Coyle
Wiebke Wagenführer
Susan Costa (rush tag)
Thomas Walker

Four batches of arriving luggage cannot be matched to items coded for PA103A by tracing the
coding times/stations indicated on the computer printout. The flights apparently indicated for
these four batches are these.

A
B
D
H

Flight

From

AI465
gap in coding
KM180
LH1071

Sydney to Bombay
Luqa, Malta
Warsaw

Time of
coding
11.31
11.59-12.00
13.07
15.44

Coding
station
HM2
HM4
V3 206
HM3

Number
of items
2
11
1
1

The known luggage transfers which have not been matched to flights identified from the
computer printout (including passengers said to have collected their own luggage at the
carousel and re-checked it) are as follows.
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Passenger

Flight

From

Adolf Weinacker
Berlin shuttle
passengers
Janina Waido
David Gould
Francis Boyer

LH241
PA637

Munich
Berlin

LO243
LH1745
LH5709

Warsaw
Paris
Toulouse

Time of
arrival
10.40
10.42

Number
of items
2
7

12.04
12.23
14.57

3
2
1

Method of
transfer
interlined
online Pan Am
transfer
collected
collected
collected

Fifteen items unidentified on the printout, and fifteen items of transfer luggage going spare obviously it's not as simple as that. For a start, five items arrived after 13 of the 15 unknown
items had already been coded. The number distribution isn't a fit.
One thing leaps out of this immediately. The first two entries in the above table represent
luggage which must have been transferred through the computer system. Mr. Weinacker
became separated from his luggage after missing PA107A, precisely because he had interlined
it through to Detroit and did not collect it at the Frankfurt carousel. He was re-booked on a
Lufthansa flight, and his luggage was independently re-booked on to PA103. Similarly, the
luggage from PA637 was originally destined for a tarmac transfer to PA107A, not for the
carousels. When PA637 arrived too late to make the connection, the luggage was re-booked
on to PA103A. Because of the long interval before the departure of the new flight this would
have been entered into the central system after re-booking, similarly to Mrs. Wagenführer's
suitcase at 13.17.
It's tempting to look at the two Weinacker items and equate them to the two 11.31 items, but
it isn't necessarily that simple. The two 11.31 items seem to have been coded along with the
luggage from an incoming flight. How would Mr. Weinacker's suitcases from Munich manage
to insinuate themselves amongst luggage from an Air India flight? Also, the delayed Munich
flight arrived at almost the same time as the delayed Berlin shuttle. If the shuttle luggage is to
be equated to the 11-item batch, and that's looking fairly compelling, we're four items short.
It's just as likely that the Munich items and the Berlin items, arriving at the same time, coalesced
into a single batch.
As far as the later flights are concerned, it's even less clear. The remaining six passenger
items are all believed to have been collected at the carousels and re-checked as Frankfurtorigin luggage, therefore they're not necessarily linked to either of the two later mystery flights.
Mrs. Waido certainly flew in from Warsaw, but on a completely different flight (with a different
airline) to the mystery Warsaw flight, and she had three items of checked baggage, while the
mystery Warsaw flight had only one transfer item.
One would hope that the professional investigators who set about analysing this information,
assisted by a senior member of staff from the baggage handling department at the airport,
might have got further than this. Or at least got that far.
Don't you believe it.
*

*

*

*

*

The German analysis, and where it went wrong
Jürgen Fuhl and Kurt Berg went through Bogomira's souvenir printout in late January/early
February 1989, and produced a short list of flights they had identified as carrying luggage
transferred to PA103A. It read as follows.
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On 21.12.88 there were 25 items of baggage coded at the interline reception point for
PA103 (six in V3, nineteen in the Central Hall).
The interline luggage for PA103 can be traced to the following incoming flights.
AI 465
AI 165
LH 631
LH 1453
LH177
AZ 422
KM 180
PA 643
PA 647

Sydney - Singapore - Bombay
2
Bombay - Delhi - Frankfurt
5
Kuwait - Frankfurt
3
Vienna - Frankfurt
5
Nürnberg - Frankfurt
6
Rome - Frankfurt
1
Malta - Frankfurt
1
Berlin - Frankfurt
1
Berlin - Frankfurt
1
____________________________
Total
25
items

The items from LH 1453 and KM180 were processed by V3 (Vorfeld 3) and all other
fights by Central Hall.
Five of the eight groups have been uncontroversially identified - those from Kuwait, Vienna,
Rome, Malta and PA643 from Berlin. However the German analysis came up with a further
four flights, not three. The 11-item group coded at 11.59-12.00 has evidently been split 5/6
between AI165 and LH177. Instead of LH1071, flight H has been allocated to PA647. Despite
not actually flying into Frankfurt, AI465 was included. A note was appended suggesting that
in fact this luggage was also from AI165, which arrived in Frankfurt from Bombay at 9.35 and
had several batches of luggage coded in the Central Hall between about 11.30 and noon.
Warsaw or Berlin?
The misidentification of flight H is quite interesting. This was a single item coded at 15.44 at
station HM3. It was entered into the system after the luggage for PA103A had already been
called for, and was being discharged at the departure gate. As a result it was not deposited
in the internal stores but was routed straight to the departure gate, spending only five minutes
in the system. The worksheet for HM3 clearly shows a batch of luggage from LH1071 being
coded there between 15.41 and 15.45. Why, then, did the 1989 German report identify that
item as coming from PA647? The answer seems to be that while LH1071 had no passengers
or luggage for PA103A, PA647 did. PA647 was yet another Berlin shuttle which arrived at
15.25, and a wagon of transfer luggage for that flight was coded at HM5 between 15.38 and
15.42. However that did not (or should not have) included any luggage for PA103A. That
shuttle actually carried 18 passengers for the Heathrow flight, and 21 items of luggage. That
luggage, arriving little more than an hour before the departure of its connecting flight, was
transferred by Pan Am directly across the tarmac, and not entered into the automated system.
A PTA telex produced in court details this exercise.
It seems that Berg and Fuhl, having failed to find any luggage on LH1071 to match the 15.44
coding entry, then checked the neighbouring coding stations for other possible matches, and
came up with PA647. They then concluded that a single item from that flight destined for
Heathrow must have been accidentally taken to the coding stations with luggage for other
flights, instead of going with the tarmac transfer. There is however no evidence at all to
suggest this happened. The 15.44 item for PA103A was coded at HM3, not HM5, and it was
coded two minutes after the coding of the PA647 wagon finished at the latter station. Flight
H was not PA647.
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Nürnberg? Bombay?
The group of 11 items coded in rapid-fire succession at 11.59-12.00 is the most striking thing
to emerge on the initial analysis of the printout. It is by far the largest number of items in any
of the groups. And unlike the other flights which carried several items for the Pan Am transfer,
they don't appear spread over several minutes as if interspersed with luggage being coded for
other flights. Given a normal work-rate of 10 to 15 seconds per item, it should have been clear
from the start that this was a discrete batch of luggage, all destined for PA103A.
The worksheet for HM4 records a batch of luggage from AI165 (from Bombay via Delhi) coded
between 11.50 and 11.58, followed by a batch from LH177 (from Nürnberg) between 12.01 and
12.03, with nothing in between.

A memo from Inspector Fuhl makes it clear that his original analysis simply ascribed the five
items coded as 11.59 to AI165 and the six items coded at 12.00 to LH177.
This is quite astoundingly stupid. First, it assumes that the coders' time recording might be a
minute ahead of the computer one moment, and a minute behind it the next. Second, it
assumes that a coding rate of no more than ten seconds per bag can be maintained even
when the baggage handlers are switching from one flight (and one wagon) to another, and in
fact switching jobs, as the signatures indicate that the two flights were coded by different
employees. Third, it assumes that a surprisingly large number of items for PA103A were
present in both consecutive flights, and somehow all those on AI165 magically clustered at the
end of its coding window, while those on LH177 equally magically clustered at the beginning.
Fourth, it assumes that the coders who accomplished this prodigious feat were quite unaware
of their achievement, and calmly allowed themselves a two-minute break between the flights
when completing the paperwork. This is obviously ridiculous. As an example of the quality of
work being done in one of the largest criminal investigations in Europe, it is deplorable.
*

*

*

*

*

Nevertheless, that was the list of relevant incoming flights decided on, and the German police
dutifully set about tracing the passengers from these flights who had transferred to PA103A
at Frankfurt. The three uncontentious flights known to be carrying passengers who transferred
to PA103A (from Vienna, Kuwait and the PA643 Berlin shuttle) were soon identified, and the
presence of Susan Costa's unaccompanied suitcase on AZ422 was confirmed following
inquiries with Al Italia in Rome. It appears that LH1071 was quickly abandoned when the
decision was taken to ascribe the 15.44 item to PA647. This left three problematic groups,
those designated A, B and D above, with a total of 14 items of luggage among them.
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The Maltese witnesses confirm that they were first approached about the case in February
1989 by the German police. A reasonably thorough investigation of KM180 seems to have
been carried out at that stage, with the conclusion that there was no legitimate luggage for
PA103 on that flight, and no evidence of any unaccompanied or rogue luggage either.
Extensive inquiries were also instituted into the passengers and baggage carried by AI165 and
LH177. It is unclear whether it was ever established if a container of luggage from AI465 had
indeed been transferred to AI165 at Bombay, which was the preferred explanation for the
appearance of luggage allegedly from AI465 being coded into the Frankfurt baggage transfer
system, but whether this was or was not the case, no evidence of any legitimate luggage from
or via India for PA103 could be discovered. The situation was similar for LH177. Despite
detailed inquiries, no trace even of a single suitcase or parcel destined for PA103 could be
found, let alone six.
There is no evidence at all at this stage of anyone examining the passenger movements and
identifying the clear and obvious existence of luggage that must have been sent through the
system as transfer baggage, from LH241 and PA637. There is also no evidence of anyone
reconsidering the timing of the coding of the 11-item group and realising that this must be a
single discrete group of items all being coded for PA103A in double-quick time.
The German police appear to have decided by March 1989 that the whole exercise was a
complete bust. They had failed to match more than half of the transfer baggage records to
legitimate passenger luggage recorded as being carried by that flight. Obviously, the coders'
worksheets were unreliable, and the notion of tracing individual items of luggage in this way
was more miss than hit. The absence of the remainder of the computer data for the day was
also a huge problem, because it made it impossible to extend the analysis to check on items
coded for other flights during the coding periods in question, and establish whether these did
in fact match the known passenger movements for the flights indicated. They gave up. For
whatever reason, possibly embarrassment, they didn't even notify the main Scottish Lockerbie
investigation that they had Bogomira's souvenir printout, and maintained their initial position
that the baggage records for the flight were not available. This position was maintained until
mid-August 1989.
*

*

*

*

*

In August 1989 the various branches of the investigation came together for an international
case conference in Meckenheim. It was at about this time that the forensic examination of the
clothes that had been identified as probably having been packed in the suitcase with the bomb
began to bear fruit. One item had been identified in March as having been manufactured on
Malta, and additional inquiries on the island in August revealed that in fact several of the
blast-damaged items originated from a number of different Maltese textile companies, mostly
operating on the same small industrial estate. This information was shared with the German
police at the conference, and someone remembered the abandoned February analysis of the
transfer baggage - and KM180.
The February report on the transfer baggage movements was resurrected from the BKA files
and rushed to Lockerbie. The Scottish police were ecstatic and enraged by turns. Clearly tray
8849, the item coded into the system at 13.07 at station S0009/V3 206 at the time when
KM180 from Malta was being dealt with, was the bomb suitcase transiting unaccompanied on
its way to baggage container AVE4041 and an explosion in the sky above Lockerbie. And the
German police had been concealing this for six months! The BKA, who had already followed
up KM180 and drawn a complete blank, remained sceptical, but the Scottish police were
convinced. Malta it was. Malta it was, even more certainly, when it was discovered a couple
of weeks later that the clothes in the bomb suitcase hadn't just been manufactured on Malta,
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they had been purchased on Malta, in a small shop only three miles from the airport, only a few
weeks before the disaster.
This sequence of events has inspired its share of conspiracy theories, and it’s not difficult to
see why. The very belated appearance of the information, apparently right on cue to point to
Malta, is deeply suspicious. The story about deleted data and the fortuitous appearance of a
souvenir printout, with just enough information to identify the Malta flight but without the full
dataset to allow in-depth checking of all luggage movements, is implausible on the face of it.
The idea that the German police first allowed the loss of all the computer data and then
concealed the recovery of the most important part of it for seven months, is difficult to credit.
Nevertheless, unlikely though it may seem, this all appears to be absolutely true.
*

*

*

*

*

The revelation of the transfer luggage data to the main inquiry triggered a renewed attempt on
the part of the BKA to trace the items on the printout. It appears that the erroneous attribution
of the final item to PA647 was abandoned almost immediately as being unjustifiable, and
LH1071 from Warsaw re-entered the discussion. However, there was again no success on this
front, with a detailed follow-up of the passengers and luggage on this flight again failing to
reveal anything that might have found its way on to PA103A.
Inquiries into all four mystery flights redoubled. Airline manifests were scoured for passengers
en route to the USA by any flight at all, and these people followed up to see if by chance any
of their luggage had travelled via the Pan Am flight, either to Heathrow or beyond. Internal
police memos show this exercise continuing for months, with still no evidence of any possible
explanation for any of the trays. Meanwhile the Scottish police were concentrating on Malta,
with similar results. (The Scottish investigators never followed up any other feeder airport to
ascertain whether anything explosive might have been smuggled on board past security, not
even Warsaw, although the attribution of LH1071 for the 15.44 item was never revised and that
item was never explained.)
Still, there appears to have been no examination of the passenger and luggage records for
PA103A to look for other items of luggage that were or might have been transferred through
the computer-controlled system. Still, there appears to have been no appreciation that the
11.59-12.00 batch of luggage was quite obviously a single discrete batch entered into the
system between AI165 and LH177. In fact, simple common sense might have suggested that
the only flight likely to be carrying such a large consignment of luggage for PA103A was one
of the Berlin shuttles (cf. PA647, which had 21 such items). Certainly, it was the shuttles within
an hour or so of the departure of the Heathrow flight that would be carrying those sorts of
numbers, but the existence of PA107A, also Heathrow-bound en route to the eastern USA and
departing at 11.00, was hardly a secret. Even without checking, the possibility of the shuttle
immediately prior to the departure of PA107A being late or cancelled, should surely have
occurred to somebody.
Indeed, if the investigators had done for the 11-item batch what they apparently did for the last
item, that is look to see what other flights were being coded at adjacent coding stations that
might have been carrying luggage for PA103A, they might have found a hint. From 11.52 to
12.03, station HM5, right next to HM4, was coding the luggage from PA639, the Berlin shuttle
which was carrying both Kenneth Gibson (who had checked-in luggage for Detroit, or so Fuhl
finally ascertained) and John Hubbard. There is even a peculiar extra line entered along with
the PA639 luggage, almost as if the coder had thought there were two groups of luggage, a
larger and a smaller group, and been uncertain about the exact flight numbers.
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Since the 11-item group was coded at HM4, this double entry for PA639 at the same time at
HM5 seems to be a coincidence. However, one might think it would have triggered thoughts
about a possible Berlin shuttle origin for the eleven items, as had earlier been hypothesised for
the 15.44 entry, and suggested another potential line of inquiry rather than obsessively
following up AI165 and LH177 to no avail for over a year.
Apparently not.
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